
Who is to blame for the massive loss of life during the sinking of 

the Titanic? 

 

On behalf of His Majesty’s Government, this report is to consider 

who is to blame for the catastrophic, deplorable and massive loss of 

life on board the Titanic, on the night of the 14th-15th April 1912. 

What is clear is that RMS Titanic sank in the icy waters of the 

Atlantic Ocean while on its maiden voyage to America; however, what 

is not so clear, is who is culpable for this tragic event? While it has 

been agreed that many factors contributed to the loss of life, His 

Majesty’s Government, feels that justice needs to be served for 

those who lost their lives and their remaining, surviving and 

bereaved family members. 

 

Firstly, the case against Captain Smith. A very experienced seaman: 

he has over 40 years’ experience of circumnavigating and sailing 

large vessels. Despite this, he has tragically lost his life to a 

disaster which he may have prevented. To be his final voyage before 

his retirement; some say he has the determination to break the 

record for crossing the Atlantic at any cost. Consequently, he fails 

to slow down even though he receives many ice warnings (7 in total) 

and encourages the vessel to travel at maximum speed.  Although 

Captain Smith helps women and children into the lifeboats, he allows 

many boats to be launched only partially filled. As a result, this 

causes even more lives to be lost. Therefore, one can draw the 

conclusion, that Captain Smith is partly to blame for the loss of life 

by his negligent actions. 

 

Secondly, another person who plays a part in this disaster is Bruce 

Ismay – the manager of The White Star Line.  Ismay’s failings are 

not on the night of the sinking, but at the time of the building of the 

Titanic.  It is he who is responsible for ensuring the correct number 

of lifeboats are on board. Though there are legally enough lifeboats 

(he even includes four collapsible boats), there are not enough for all 

the passengers on board and it is felt, that this is a major 

contributing factor in the mass loss of life. On the other hand, this 



boat is meant to be invincible and not have the need for any 

lifeboats at all! In addition, it is believed that he puts pressure upon 

Captain Smith to maintain the speed of the ship encouraging the 

record to be broken regardless of any warnings. Although, Ismay 

does help women and children into boats, he puts himself into a 

lifeboat and ensures his own life is saved rather than those of the 

passengers he seemingly unknowingly endangers. Does this 

demonstrate his cowardice or show he knows all along that the ship 

is ill-prepared in a disaster? After weighing up the facts, one does 

feel that Ismay is a massive contributor to the loss of life on board 

the Titanic.  
 

Also, under scrutiny is William Murdoch – who is the Chief Officer 

aboard the Titanic for its maiden voyage. As soon as the ship strikes 

the iceberg, Murdoch does everything he can  by immediately 

ordering a change in direction (to starboard); telephoning the engine 

room to order the workers to reverse the engines (to hopefully  slow 

the ship down) and closing all the watertight doors to isolate any 

damaged compartments. However, some are accusing Murdoch of 

turning the ship in the wrong direction which then causes the fatal 

collision. Upon closer inspection, it is discovered that William 

Murdoch follows all his training and is indeed attempting to limit the 

damaged sustained by the berg. Nothing more can be asked of him. 

Murdoch has little part to play in this disaster; he himself losing his 

life. 

 

There are others who contribute to this catastrophic event; Thomas 

Andrews (the ship’s architect) designs the 16 water compartments 

the incorrect height; Captain Lord of The Californian  ignores 

distress messages from Titanic assuming they are fireworks whilst 

partying; the wireless radio operators (Phillips and Bride) dismiss a 

critical iceberg warning and the shipbuilders who by using poor 

quality rivets - to hold the vessel together - allow it to be damaged 

easily. However, as single acts, they are not solely the cause of this 

fatal accident. 

 



Finally, after considering the cases of all the accused, I have come 

to the final conclusion that the persons/person who is/are to blame 

for the massive (and avoidable) loss of life in the icy waters of the 

Atlantic are_________  and ________ and that the surviving 

persons will face their day in court. May the Lord have mercy upon 

the souls in the depths of the Atlantic.  
 


